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595-625 Main Street, Roosevelt Island, NY
1.0

IDENTIFICATION
1.1

1.2

Project Description:
BUILDING LOCATION:

595 – 625 Main Street
Roosevelt Island, New York 10044

CLIENT:

WESTVIEW TASK FORCE
625 Main Street
New York, NY 10044

SURVEY BY:

Goran Jovanovic
Reinaldo Garcia
Joe Franza

SURVEY DATE:

November 5 through November 29, 2004

Property Description:
SITE:

The site extends between the island’s west bank of the East River and Main Street
on the east side. On both the north and the south sides, there are asphalted
driveways leading perpendicularly from Main Street down to the paved river
boardwalk. The approximate size of the site area is 3.0 Acres. There are two
accesses to the building, both facing Main Street. There is only one supervised
entrance through the 625 building. Several fire-escape stairways exit into the
courtyard area and the North driveway.

BUILDINGS:

The building consists of two building wings, labeled 595 and 625. Both wings are 19th
th
th
story concrete-framed residential structures with setbacks at the 8 , 12 , and 17
floors. A 7-story tall central building with a covered pedestrian walkway links the
rd
th
south and the north buildings. The internal corridors at the 3 and 7 floor connect
the building wings. The building is occupied by various support retail tenants at the
ground floor, and by tenants at all other floors.
The building structure is made of poured-in-place retaining walls, concrete columns,
pilasters, and concrete slabs. The exterior walls appear to be constructed of CMU
block back-up masonry and light brown face brick. The parapet walls are of similar
construction with exposed CMU blocks at the roof facing side with an application of
a white coating. The indoor swimming pool, abutting the west side of the central
apartment section is a reinforced cast-in-place concrete structure covered with a
pitched aluminum and glass roof assembly.
Windows are aluminum-framed types, consisting of typical combinations of sliders
and fixed insulating glass panels, and thermo-insulating panels at some locations.
The recessed ground level that faces Main Street includes aluminum and glass
storefronts. The windows and storefronts appear to date from the original
construction.
The building complex is comprised of 361-apartment units of various sizes, 7
commercial spaces, indoor pool, exercise room, community and day-care rooms,
and two laundry facilities. According to available documentation, the building was
completed in 1976. We understand from the building staff that major work was
performed at both buildings within the last three years.
There are four active violations on record at the NYC Department of Buildings.
Three violations pertain to boiler problems and one is related to an environmental
issue (exhaust vent system). There is no violation on record pertaining to the
exterior envelope of the building.
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There are ten stair bulkheads that exit at each roof setback. Roofs are of a modifiedbitumen type, with a protective layer of loose laid slag ballast. Perimeter cap
flashings are exposed, made of copper and set in a reglet into the CMU blocks. The
roof drainage system is pitched towards drain bowls counter set into the roof deck,
with protective strainers. The building staff reported that the roof does not leak.
FMD reviewed a Johns Manville’s 20-Year No Dollar Limit Warranty for the roof
areas replaced in 1999.
PUBLIC AREAS:

2.0

The pre-cast concrete pavement covers a major part of the public spaces. The
walkways in the courtyard area and the north driveway are paved with asphalt. The
green zones, confined mostly in the ground floor patios and the courtyard area, is
surfaced in a variety of materials. The patios are generally paved with concrete
pavers and/or pressure-treated wood. The ground adjacent to the building is
covered by cedar mulch and white pebble.

INTRODUCTION
2.1

Authorization:
Facade Maintenance Design PC (FMD) was contracted by Westview Task Force (WTF) to conduct
an existing conditions survey of 595-625 Main Street at Roosevelt Island, NY.
Our services were detailed in the proposal addressed to Mr. Opher Pail; Mr. Opher accepted and
signed the proposal for the façade investigation on November 1, 2004.

2.2

Intent:
The intent of our existing conditions survey is to evaluate the general condition of the building
facades, windows, roof, and common areas. This Report summarizes the results of our visual
surveys, review of available documents, and discussions with the building staff. The findings in this
Report are not based on a comprehensive engineering study, as no testing or probing was
performed. Our observations and this Report, therefore, are not intended to warrant or guarantee the
performance of any building components or systems.

2.3

Methodology_______________________________________________________________
In performing our services, we surveyed the site on several occasions between November 5, 2004
and November 29, 2004. All surveys were visual in nature. We discussed the maintenance history
of the building with the following personnel:
•
•

Ms. Jennifer Jones, Blackwell Management
Mr. Anthony Marino, Building Manager

Ms. Jones of the Blackwell Management granted us unrestricted access to common building spaces;
roofs, pool area, and basement.
A number of tenants, interviewed two years ago by the Westview Task Force staff, allowed us to
investigate the interior of apartments exhibiting water damage.
Cost estimates included in this Report are based on approximate quantities and costs, or furnished
information that is reported to be accurate. A detailed survey noting repair quantities and design was
not performed. Statements of the estimated costs to repair and/or replace the improvements are
those that we consider to be probable for the marketplace. Such statements do not constitute a
warranty or a representation that all items that may need repair or other attention are included. The
actual costs of repairs may vary from the estimate prepared by Facade Maintenance Design.
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Limitations:
This Report includes only general surveys of the building components noted in our proposal, and
detailed in this Report. No investigative probe openings were made, no physical testing was
performed, and no testing equipment of any type was utilized. A survey of the environmental
conditions in the building is not included, nor is an analysis of zoning and code conditions at the
building and/or site.
The accuracy of this report is limited to what can be reasonably expected utilizing
photographic equipment and binocular surveillance from the street and roof levels. Therefore,
the descriptions of the building in this report are not guaranteed for survey type accuracy or for
legal use. Critical statements made in this report on the conditions of the building may not be
used as critic ism of the other designers, contractors or anyone responsible for the building.
Information provided by others and used in preparation of this Report has been reviewed and may be
referenced herein, with the understanding that Facade Maintenance Design assumes no
responsibility or liability for its accuracy.
This Report is written for the exclusive use of Westview Task Force, and no other party shall have
any right to rely on information and data contained within this Report without prior written consent.
Conditions of the building noted and identified in this report are limited to the date of this
report.

3.0

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
3.1

Summary of Findings and Estimated Costs:
Please note that these cost estimates have been rounded off, using the general concepts of
significant digits. Overall, our findings can be summarized as follows:
Exterior Walls:
Concrete Deterioration: Remove loose and deteriorated concrete material, install non-corrosive
patch reinforcement and cementitious patch material, and apply surface coating material to match
existing.
Estimated cost: $24,000.00
Concrete Deterioration: Apply paint coating (Thoro, Sika, Sto, or other approved equal) over the
exposed concrete at both stairway towers. Masonry coating will seal hairline cracks and other
irregularities in the concrete surface and shed rainwater water.
Estimated cost: $180,000.00
Parapet Walls: Remove masonry parapets down to the top of the concrete slab on the interior side of
the roof. Remove face brick down to the lintel level. Rebuild parapet walls with concealed flashing
membrane and install new thru-wall counter cap flashings set a minimum 8 inches above the roof
surface.
Estimated cost: $810,000.00
Alternate Repair: Install new aluminum copings and cladding at the backside of the existing parapet
walls. At the exterior side, remove a minimum of four courses of face brick above the relieving
angles, waterproof exposed steel, and install new face brick. If chosen, this repair will be of
temporary character, and the replacement of parapet walls will be postponed.
Estimated cost: $280,000.00
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If this Alternate is chosen, this repair voids the replacement of parapet walls.
Building Façade: Remove cracked and bulged face brick from the spandrel beams, scrape, prime,
paint, and waterproof exposed steel. Install new face brick to match adjacent wall surface.
Estimated cost: $110,000.00
Building Façade: Carefully remove cracked, spalled, and displaced face brick. Replace face brick to
match existing in size, shape, texture, and color.
Estimated cost: $22,000.00
Building Façade: Remove and replace in kind displaced and cracked face brick at the stairway’s
bulkheads. Scrape, prime, paint, and waterproof all exposed steel.
Estimated cost: $78,000.00
Repair interior water damages; 40 apartment units @ $2,500 (plaster, stucco, paint finish, floor
damages)
Estimated cost: $100,000
Building Façade: Cut back deteriorated brick mortar joints at indicated areas a minimum of ¾” to
sound material. Tuck point with appropriate mortar mix.
Estimated cost: $40,000.00
Building Façade: Remove deteriorated joint material; prepare and apply primer to interior surfaces of
joint. Install new backer rod and joint sealant completely within the body of the cut-out material.
Estimated cost: $96,000.00

Exterior Walls $1,460,000.00
Roofs:
Obtain written certification from roofing manufacturer (not installer) that existing roofing warranty is in
full effect. If written certification is obtained, perform periodic maintenance on roof and have
professional roofing consultant examine roofs and report conditions, perhaps once every 2 years.
Estimated cost: $ 5,000 every 2 years
Remove and replace deteriorated roofing membrane at all balconies. Install new cap flashings at the
perimeter of masonry walls and install new pavers.
Estimated cost: $ 300,000

Roofs (At balconies): $300,000.00
Windows:
Window Replacement: upgrade the existing window assemblies with new code compliant windows;
this will require replacement of the entire aluminum-and-glass panel systems.
Estimated cost: $3,150,000
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Replace the Skylight Structure; provide and install new thermally broken structural members and
insulating glazing with sun-reflecting coating.
Estimated cost: $125,000
Alternate: Replace sealant and/or rubber gaskets at the perimeter of the glazing contained in the
skylight’s roof structure (swimming pool area). If chosen, this repair will be of temporary character,
and the replacement of skylight structure will be postponed.
Estimated cost: $25,000
If this Alternate is chosen, it will void the replacement of skylight structure.

Windows: $3,275,000.00
Sidewalk & Landscape:
Remove and reset the existing pre-cast pavers in new leveled and compacted setting bed
(approximately 420 SF).
Estimated cost: $10,000
Remove the areas of bulged, cracked, and depressed asphalt pavement. Install new machinecompacted stone substrate and new asphalt.
Estimated cost: $8,000
Recoat the entire surface of the existing asphalt with new sealer.
Estimated cost: $10,000
Repoint and reset loose stones in the cobblestone retaining wall (approximately 1500 SF).
Estimated cost: $10,000
Remove deteriorated soffit from the drop ceiling of the covered pedestrian walkway and install new
painted drywall with hatches at location of pipes and valves.
Estimated cost: $25,000
(Note: For quantities involved in cost estimates, see chart labeled “Summary Chart of Repair for
Façade, Roof, and Windows” in subsection 3.2).

Sidewalk and Landscape: $63,000.00

TOTAL COST:

$5,098,000.00
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3.2 Summary Chart of Repair Conditions for Façade, Roof, and Windows Examination Report

Report
Reference
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Description
Repair Spalled &
Cracked Concrete
Apply Paint Coating
@ Concrete
Replace Parapet
Walls
Install Flashing @
Relieving Angles
Replace Face Brick
Repoint Masonry
Mortar
Repair Walls at
Bulkheads
Replace Roofing @
Balconies
Replace Joint Sealant
Replace Windows
Replace Skylight
Repair Pre-Cast
Pavers
Repair Asphalt
Apply Sealer @
Asphalted surfaces
Repoint Cobblestone
Interior Repairs
Replace Drywall Soffit

Scaffolding
Sidewalk Bridge

Quantity
400

Uni
t
SF

$60

Estimated
Cost
$24,000

40,000

SF

$4.5

$180,000

1350

LF

$600

$810,000

1000

LF

$110

$110,000

400
5,000

SF
LF

$55
$8

$22,000
$40,000

650

SF

$120

$78,000

4,500

SF

$65

$300,000

16,000
87,000
Structure
420

SF
SF
EA
SF

$6
$36
$25

$96,000
$3,150,000.00
$125,000.00
$10,000

400
4000

SF
SF

$20
$2.5

$8,000
$10,000

1500
40 apt. units
3,800
50
260
Subtotal
15% contingency

SF
EA
SF
EA
LF

$6
$2,500
$6.5
1,200
$110

Total

Unit Cost

Lump Sum

$10,000
$100,000
$25,000
$60,000
$28,000
$ 5,180,000
$ 700,000
$ 5,880.000
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EXTERIOR WALLS
4.1

Facade:
The building structure consists of reinforced cast-in place concrete foundation walls, interior and
exterior columns, beams, floor slabs, and fire-escape stairwells. The building manager, Mr. Marino
led us through the basement spaces and we did not observe any movement or cracking that
indicates significant settlement conditions or water infiltration.
There are two fire-escape stairways enclosed in the fluted concrete encasement. Although the FMD
has been informed that repairs and patching of the concrete encasement was performed
approximately two years ago, the concrete envelopes exhibits various degrees of deterioration at
many locations. As a result of the close proximity of the steel reinforcement to the surface of the
concrete, water comes into contact with the rebars, causing them to rust and exert pressure on the
concrete shell, causing spalling and fragmentation. We found several fragments of concrete at the
roof setbacks. In no case did the corrosion appear to compromise the structural integrity of the wall,
but the rusted rebars should be addressed to prevent additional deterioration.
The upper floors of the concrete staircases contain fixed windows; a high percentage of them leak
and the water damage was present at the window jambs and sills. At the time of our investigation,
prior repairs appear to be satisfactory condition.
The exterior walls are constructed of light brown colored face brick, laid in running bond pattern with
CMU blocks as back up. The age of the building and the bond pattern, consisting of overlapping
stretchers strongly suggest a cavity wall construction, with a single-wythe brick veneer supported on
steel relieving angles at each floor, and separated from the building structure by a 2-inch air space.
Parapet walls are probably of similar construction with CMU blocks at the roof side.
The general level of maintenance of the building walls appears to be good to fair. However, there are
areas with bulging brick surfaces, corroded lintels, cracked and spalled face brick at many parapet
walls and building corners, sealed joints at many relieving angles, horizontal and vertical cracks at
random locations, and pointed and sealed brick mortar joints throughout the building. Anthony
Marino has notified FMD that there are approximately forty complaints regarding leakage into the
apartments.
The noted conditions are typical of cavity wall buildings with brick veneer, as the face brick is laid in a
single-wythe, resulting in a 4 inch wide structure rising the full height of each floor (approximately 10
feet per floor). The veneer is susceptible to movement by the natural action of a number of forces,
such as thermal expansion and water infiltration.
In addition, the concrete frame of the building had a tendency to compress under its own weight, a
process known as “creep”. Creep causes the building frame to shorten slightly, which occurs at
different rates throughout the building and results in different distances between the relieving angles
supporting the face brick. Since the distance between relieving angles is always shorter than the
original design called for, the face brick is compressed to varying degrees at all locations. This
squeezing of the thin and tall veneer results in lateral deflection. Rotation and lateral deflection of the
face brick in veneer designs must be resisted by wall ties; our concern is that there are often fewer
wall ties than intended with buildings of this type. The type and existence of wall ties could be
determined by viewing original construction documents, performing several randomly selected
investigative probes in the masonry wall, and by utilizing a metal detector that would detect the
presence of ferrous and non ferrous materials.
We noted bulging, cracking, and spalling of face brick at many locations, particularly at building
corners and at the top of the building. Efflorescence was observed beneath the coping stones and
through out areas along the building walls. FMD gained access to various apartment units and noted
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damaged interior wall finishes (bubbling and peeling paint). It appears that the exterior walls have
been susceptible to significant water infiltration. Water penetrating into the brick causes the brick to
swell and thereby crack and spall at the outer surface. Repeated freeze/ thaw cycles can exert
pressure on the masonry walls, causing displacement of face brick sections.
We noted bulged, spalled, and cracked face brick at various locations along the relieving angles.
This appears to be caused by compression in the face brick veneer, coupled with application of
sealant in the horizontal joint in front of the relieving angle. While this application of sealant reduces
the compression in the wall and allows the veneer to shift, it generally causes water to remain
trapped within the walls, corroding the shelf angles.
The general condition of the brick mortar is questionable, particularly at the upper floors. This
appears to be caused by general weathering. The brick mortar deterioration is also pronounced
directly below the AC units; (it appears that AC sleeves are not pitched and/or do not have
appropriate drainage, allowing condensation to spill over the sleeve edges and constantly wet the
brick wall surface). We noted at many locations that the brick mortar joints were sealed. The water
trapped behind the sealant will speed up the process of steel and masonry deterioration.
Ms. Jones of Blackwell Management gave us a copy of the NYC Local Law 11/98, cycle 5 façade
report filed February 21, 2002 by Feld, Kaminetzky & Cohen, P.C. Several pages of the report are
missing, but the NYC Department of Buildings cover sheet, titled Technical Report; “Periodic
Inspection of Exterior Walls and Appurtenances” or “TR-6”, indicates Precautionary Conditions. The
TR-6 form further notes that only 20% of the precautionary work from the previous report has
been completed.
Local Law 11/98 mandates that repair and maintenance conditions not repaired at the time the next
filing, which is due by February 21, 2007, must be automatically upgraded to an unsafe condition.
We did not find any record that the “Safe With Repair and Maintenance Program” façade conditions,
th
noted in the current 5 cycle LL 11/98 report had been repaired. These conditions include loose,
spalled and cracked concrete, bulged masonry, open joints around AC units, open mortar joint,
rusted steel lintels, etc. If these conditions are not repaired prior to the next report filing, these
conditions must automatically be considered “unsafe”.
Recommendations:
In view of the sever cracking we observed on the fluted concrete encasement at the tower stairway,
we recommend the removal of any loose and deteriorated concrete cover; in addition, the underlying
steel and rebar reinforcement are to be cleaned free of corrosion and protected with rust inhibitive
paint. A suitable cementitious repair mix should be applied to provide proper coverage and to
replicate the original surface contour. The surrounding areas should be sounded to determine the
presence of additional loose sections.
Because of widespread hairline cracking, we also
recommend the application of a breathable masonry coating over the concrete surfaces in order to
shed rainwater and improve the aesthetic appearance of the patched and rust-stained areas.
The damaged interior surfaces observed at the ceiling and window heads of the apartments located
directly below the setback slabs indicate the presence of significant problems because of flashing
buried in the parapet wall and/or roof, which cannot be repaired or replaced without replacing the
parapet itself.
Instead or replacing the parapet, a less desirable repair would involve the installation of aluminum
copings and cladding at the backside of the parapet walls. At the exterior side, face brick should be
removed along the relieving angles, a waterproofing membrane should be installed, and new face
brick should be installed to match existing. Although less expensive, this course of action does not
provide the best protection against water infiltration and does not address any deficiencies in lateral
support for the parapet wall.
Additional face brick replacement should also be conducted to remove cracked, displaced sections of
the exterior side of the wall. We therefore believe that the total replacement of the parapet wall would
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most likely be the most cost effective repair in the long run.

We recommend removal of bulged, cracked and spalled face brick at the locations indicated on
drawings SK-01 thru SK-6, and replacement with a new exterior grade face brick of high quality but
matching the existing in appearance. The replacement face brick must include non-corrosive
anchorage at spacing specified by the NYC Building Code, which is 1 wall tie per 2 square feet of
wall surface.
We further recommend the replacement of face at the relieving angles, while including the
replacement of any corroded or deflected angles. These short angles were noted at various locations
of the building and would cause the brick to rotate and exert pressure along the area of the shelf
angle, causing cracks and displacement along the veneer. All exposed and/or replaced shelf angles
are to be protected by the installation of new waterproofing.
At various locations throughout the facade, the brick mortar joints exhibit deterioration. The most
affected areas are at the top of the building, at the northeast corners, and below the AC units. The
natural weathering process, the prolonged presence of water within the wall assembly, and
settlement movements within the building structure has caused the deterioration of the mortar joints.
It is necessary to replace the deteriorated mortar in the masonry joints to maintain water tightness.
th

th

th

There are ten bulkheads that exit onto the roof areas at the 8 , 12 , and 17 floors. The exterior
walls of the eight bulkheads are of similar construction to the building walls, with exposed CMU
blocks inside the bulkheads. We noted significant horizontal and step cracking, as well as water
stains along the interior surfaces. It appears that water has penetrated the exterior walls and has
undergone freeze/thaw cycles, which exert pressure on the wall. We recommend the replacement of
the exterior and interior masonry at the affected areas including the waterproofing of all revealed
steel members.
5.0

ROOFS
5.1

Roofs:
According to the dimensions taken from the drawings provided by Ms. Jones and developed by
Lawless & Mangione Architects (dated August 22, 2003), the roof surfaces measure approximately
550 squares (55,000 square feet of area). The roof is divided into ten large roof areas surrounded
with solid masonry parapet walls. The manufacturer’s certificate specifies the roof as a Four Ply
Gravel Surfaced Glass Built-Up Roof. Currently, all roof areas appear to be in satisfactory condition.
Mr. Anthony Marino has stated that he is not aware of any current leak.
Perimeter flashings are exposed and consist of roofing material lapped up the vertical face of the
parapet walls and terminating beneath the original copper cap flashing. The cap flashings are set in
a reglet of unknown depth. We noted numerous patches over the existing cap flashing, most likely to
reduce water penetration into the roofing system. There is organic growth in several corner areas,
directly above the cap flashing, indicating saturation of the wall and the regular presence of water.
We also noted numerous pipe penetrations and open joints adjacent to cap flashings. Our concern is
that water could bypass the existing copper cap flashing and infiltrate underneath the new roofing
system.
There are protective mats placed around the mechanical vent exhausts on the roofs. The purpose of
these mats is to protect the roofing membrane against possible damage during the maintenance work
and/or traffic. It is not clear why the protective mats were not installed along the walkway from the
bulkhead to the mechanical vents.
There are approximately 90 balconies throughout the building complex. We were informed that the
recent roofing replacement work included replacement of the waterproofing system at only a small
number of these balconies. Our site investigation and water damages observed in apartments lead
us to believe that a number of the current leaks are related to deterioration of the roofing membrane
at the balconies.
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The lower roof, abutting the west side of the central building (overpass) was replaced two years ago.
The roof appears to be a modified bitumen membrane set in a conventional configuration and coated
with an aluminum emulsion. We noted large areas of standing water, water stains, and debris
deposited at the perimeter of the depressed ponding areas. Ponding water is harmful to most roofing
systems, and will often cause voiding of the roofing system warranty. Ponding water also creates an
environment where leaves and other organic matter would rot and produce odor, not to mention an
increase in population of mosquito and other insects.
Recommendations:
The 20-year NDL Warranty submitted for our review and attached as Appendix C is issued for the
roof replaced in 1999, with the total coverage area of 68 squares. Because this Warranty covers
only a fraction of the total roof surface, Management should be provided with valid warranties
for all replaced roof areas.
We recommend obtaining a written certification from the roofing material manufacturer that the
warranty issued at the time of the project completion is still in full effect, and will remain so for the
duration of the original warranty period. In our opinion, only a roofing manufacturer’s warranty is
enforceable protection against future leakage.
With respect to technical issues, we have significant concerns related to the condition and height of
the existing cap flashings. These flashings appear to be set too low most likely during the original
construction. The installation of aluminum cladding and/or replacement of parapet walls would
address this problem.
The roof surfaces pitch toward the interior drains, which appear to be new and replacement types.
The removal of debris and organic matter (leaves) around drain strainers should be scheduled on a
regular basis and performed by the building staff. There are numerous penetrations through the
roofs for vents and kitchen/bathroom exhausts; in general, these penetrations are flashed and appear
to be in good condition.
We noted a lack of pitch pockets around vent pipes that protrude through the roof membrane, which
is somewhat an unusual detail. We recommend that the building request an inspection by the local
field representative of Johns Manville (and any other roofing manufacturer with a current warranty
issued for the building), to examine these conditions (including the ponding water noted above) and
verify in writing that any existing warranty is in full effect.
We suggest that protective mats be installed along all traffic routes, from the bulkhead to the vents
and other equipment that require regular maintenance. We also recommend a periodic examination
of the roofing systems by a qualified roofing consultant, perhaps every 2 years.
The roofing systems at the balconies appear to be of the original construction and have probably
surpassed the expected life span. After more than 28 years, the replacement of the roofing
membrane at balconies should be conducted as part of a rehabilitative program. This would include
removal and replacement and/or re-setting of pavers, and replacement of flashing at the perimeter of
the balcony’s walls.
With regards to previously replaced roofs in the building, we recommend that Blackwell Management
contact all previous roofing consultants and contractors and attempt to obtain copies of any roofing
manufacturer’s warranties for the roofs replaced within the last several years. These warranties
should be available from the consultants and contractors, but may also be available directly from the
roofing manufacturers. Of particular interest is the lower roof of the central building, which we
understand was replaced in 2002 using a roofing system manufactured by Johns Manville. We also
recommend a periodic examination of the roofing systems by a qualified roofing consultant, perhaps
every 2 years.
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WINDOWS
6.1

Windows:
The apartment windows are aluminum-framed types, consisting of typical combinations of operable
sliders and fixed units. Glazing consists of double-paned insulating panels. The sliding windows
have exterior screens. At some locations, there are fixed insulated aluminum panels. Sliding
windows in hallways have a metal pin-lock fastened to the sliding rail to prevent excessive opening of
windows. A number of windows in the hallways exhibit condensation and fogging.
Glazing appears to be 1/8 inch thick glass at both panes. It is not clear whether the framing and
double-glazed windows are thermally broken. Finish appears to be baked paint, white in color. The
sills of the window assemblies are also made of aluminum, with vents for aeration of the framing.
The framing appears to be thin in section, suggesting a lack of thermal break within its construction.
This suggestion is strengthened by our touching the interior side of the frames at several apartments
during our survey. We noted that the interior surface of the framing is cold, and in some cases we
understand that frost develops on the interior face of the glazing, adjacent to the frame.
We were given access to apartments 1112, 1503, and 1504 in 595 Main Street, and apartments
LL36, 440, 832, and 1232 at 625 Main Street for the purpose of examining the interior conditions.
We observed various degrees of interior damage in the form of peeling and bubbling interior wall
finishes, water stains, and buckled wood tiles. There are also a number of windows and sliding doors
that operate with varying degrees of difficulty, most likely due to deterioration of the track mechanism;
(according to the survey performed on March 30, 2003 and submitted to FMD by management,
seventy eight of the 361 tenants complained about difficulties in operating the doors and windows).
Sealant at the perimeter of the window openings appear to be of a urethane type, and, depending on
its exposure to the exterior factors such are sun, wind, or rain, we found the sealant to be in fair to
poor condition. The insulated glazed panels at the large sliding doors at the balconies and patios are
set in rubberized gaskets, which we found to be in fair to poor condition as well. Failure of the
gaskets and seals at insulated glass panels would allow water and air between the panes causing
condensation and fogging between the panes. An observation conducted in apartment 625/1232
revealed a loose rubber gasket at the sliding door. This condition of loose gasket was found in many
apartments. Our survey conducted in several apartments and hallways indicated significant
condensation, window fogging, and leaks.
The ground floor storefronts are glazed with single panes set in aluminum frames. The doors are
fully glazed and incorporated into the aluminum storefront assembly. The single-glazed aluminum
partitions between the covered pedestrian walkway and Main Street show signs of deterioration and
vandalism. We observed damaged and/or missing sections of the aluminum frame assembly.
Sealant at joints between aluminum framing and concrete structure is typically deteriorated.
The skylight structure that covers the swimming pool area appears to be of similar construction as the
rest of the building complex. We noted significant evidence of condensation and leaks, resulting in
the deterioration of the interior wall finish, staining, and mildew. The exterior examination of the
aluminum and glass assembly indicates severely deteriorated sealant.
The service door and doors that exit to the roof areas are typically flush metal doors set in metal
frames, and equipped with commercial grade hardware. The metal doors at bulkheads exhibit
rusting.
Recommendations:
In our opinion, the general condition of the windows, doors and other glazing is poor. This is more a
condition of their original construction than a severe lack of maintenance. At the time the building
was constructed, the general state of window, door and other glazing technology did not necessarily
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include true thermal breaks in the framing. Thin section “thermally improved” framing with a partial
thermal break was common, and may be the type used in this building. Unfortunately, we were not
able to examine the original design or shop drawings, or to view a disassembled window to verify
this.
Given this lack of thermal break, it is clear that the energy consumption of the building is
much greater than with thermally efficient windows, doors and other glazing. We recommend
consideration of replacing the windows, doors and other glazing with thermally efficient types, utilizing
thermally broken frames, thicker insulating glazing, and low-e coatings. An analysis of the energy
savings using new windows, doors and other glazing would provide the pay-back period of such a
replacement program.
Regarding the existing windows, doors and other glazing, our survey indicates that the replacement
of sealant at the perimeter of windows was sporadically conducted in the past on an “as needed”
basis. We observed cracked, shrunk, and generally deteriorated sealant throughout the building.
The weathered sealant has most likely exceeded its life expectancy, and the best solution would be
for the sealant to be replaced in its entirety.
A rough estimate suggests that a minimum of 120 window and door units require immediate
replacement of the sealant around the glass panels. The deterioration of the sealant has allowed air
and water to pass between the panes. The current extent of fogging and condensation noted in the
window panes requires that the glazing be replaced in approximately 20 windows. These repairs
would be a temporary remedy until the replacement of all windows takes place.
Please, note that failure of the seal between the panes in insulated glazing panels is observed
throughout and more failure and fogging can be expected. We recommend that the apartment
windows be monitored periodically for glazing defects, deficiencies in the sealant, and operation
difficulties until all windows are replaced.
The shop drawings for the original window assembly should be examined in order to determine the
level of performance criteria (CRF, U-factors, etc.) designed and built into the system. The site
investigation strongly suggests that these performance criteria are significantly below the current
standards. We strongly believe that the replacement of all apartment windows is warranted. New
thermally broken windows will address a significant number of leaks, lower the cost of
heating/cooling, improve aesthetical appearance of the building, and reduce the expenses for major
maintenance work for a long period of time.
As a minimum, the caulking at the perimeter of the skylight structure above the swimming pool area
should be replaced entirely. It appears that the metal drip edge at the bottom of the pitched
aluminum assembly needs minor modification in order to facilitate evacuation of rainwater. The bestcase scenario would be to replace the entire skylight assembly, introducing thermally broken
aluminum framing and new insulated glazing. A program of regular cleaning and maintenance of the
skylight assembly should be implemented.
The maintenance of the replaced skylights and possible installation of integral maintenance
scaffolding on the skylights will be not included in the estimate; generally, the cost of work performed
by the building personnel is not applicable to this report.
7. SIDEWALKS, PROMENADE, AND LANDSCAPE
The sidewalks throughout the property are paved with pre-cast concrete units installed in a setting
bed of compacted sand. Except for depressions in some places, we did not observe any severe
cracking or deterioration. In places, most notably adjacent to sidewalk curbs and concrete stairs, the
concrete pavers sunk one to two inches below its original height. The erosion of the setting bed due
to rainfall, caused settlement of the pavers. We believe this condition presents a tripping hazard to
pedestrians.
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The poured-in-place concrete stairs throughout the property exhibit minor cracking and spalling. The
repairs at the concrete stairs, involving removal of loose sections to sound material and the
installation of a cementitious patch should be performed in conjunction with repairs to the adjacent
sunken concrete pavers.
The covered pedestrian walkway along the Main Street is in good condition, with the exception of
minor depressions in the pavement. This pavement consists of small precast concrete pavers set in
a bed of compacted sand. We noted water damage at the painted drywall ceiling in few locations. It
appears that there are leaks in piping located above the drop ceiling. The light fixtures in this ceiling,
although still functional, are old fashioned and are susceptible to pigeon nesting.
The north driveway and walkways in the courtyard area are covered with asphalt pavement. We
noted “alligator” cracking, minor peaks and valleys, and depressions throughout the courtyard area.
Generally, the pavement is in fair condition.
The river walk promenade runs alongside the pitched retaining walls. These retaining walls are made
of cobblestone set in mortar. The mortar joints between the stones are loose and deteriorated. In
places, single stone units were removed from its bedding, and some stone curbs are displaced.
It appears that there were several recent attempts to improve the appearance of the open plazas
between the building wings and at the ground on the perimeter of the building; at several sections of
weathered and exposed landscape, we noted dried-out “green” carpets, cedar mulch, and white river
gravel placed one layer above the other one.
Recommendations:
Subsided and settled areas in the concrete paved sidewalks should be repaired as soon as possible
in order to prevent tripping hazards. The repair would require removal of the sunken pavers,
adjustment of the setting bed, and re-installation of the original pre-cast pavers. If any piece of paver
is missing, allow for the installation of a new, matching unit. In conjunction with this work, repair any
visible cracks and spalls in concrete stairs and curbs adjacent to the paved surfaces.
The pavers in the covered pedestrian walkway should be leveled in places in order to align in height
with the perpendicular concrete dividers. We recommend that the entire soffit be stripped, the piping
located above the ceiling be examined, and new drop ceiling with hatch openings properly installed
and painted. We also recommend that all light fixtures and feeding lines be replaced at the same
time.
The areas of the damaged asphalt paving should be repaired. In our opinion, the surface treatment
of the ground areas adjacent to the building and along the courtyard’s retaining walls was
inappropriate. The mulch and stone pebble exhibits a slow and constant tendency to “flow” toward
the storm water drains. Eventually, the deposits of this material could affect the underground
drainage system. In addition, layers of mulch and pebble make cleaning and seasonal removal of
leaves very difficult. We recommend that landscaping (sowing the grass with an appropriate
geotextile underlayment) be implemented instead. Landscaping requires regular maintenance and
watering but the results would be more natural and pleasing.
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Westview – South wing

Westview – North wing

Westview - Central section with overpass

Upper and lower roofs of the central building
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Water stains caused by improper installation of
AC units

Note efflorescence at the parapet walls

Severe saturation at parapet has caused
cracking, bulging, and displacement

Virtually all AC units leak contributing to the
deterioration of steel and masonry
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Corroded rebars and spalled concrete were
observed at many locations

Shallow placement of rebars has resulted in rust
and cracks on the concrete cover

Severe spalling at corner of the concrete stairtower

Patch failure on recent repairs.
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Concrete deterioration and corrosion at the steel
reinforcement

Spalling at the base of the column

Concrete disintegration and steel corrosion
resulting from shallow reinforcement

View of damaged corner most likely caused by
vehicular impact
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Saturation within the parapet has caused
significant efflorescence

Severely corroded and deflected relieving angle
above the 4th floor balcony

Deterioration of the setting bed and
displacement of the coping stone as a result of
inadequate repairs

View of deep masonry crack on the exterior
wall of the roof bulkhead
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Typical joint sealant deterioration on the
window perimeter

Previous caulking repair trapped water and sped
up deterioration of the steel behind the
masonry.

Previous caulking repair has trapped water and
causing masonry to deteriorate

General deterioration of the parapet walls is
observed throughout
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Corroded steel has caused cracking and
displacement of masonry

View of a relieving angle on the top floor
exhibiting marked deflection and bulging
masonry.

View of a typical masonry cracks observed in
many locations throughout the parapet

View of staining and efflorescence on the
parapet
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Brick spalling adjacent to steel lintel

Detached junction box cover allows water to
bypass masonry and infiltrate into the building.

General deterioration of brick mortar joints

Joint mortar and steel deterioration caused by
prolonged exposure to water
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Typical rust conditions observed in lintels

Step cracks were detected at the corner of
several window openings

Bulkhead interior

Bulkhead interior
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625 Main Street – 12 Floor roof

Repairs with sealant are only temporary
measures, which often cause more damage in
the long run

Note a patch repair on the new roofing
membrane adjacent to the drain strainer

Small punctured hole detected on the new
roofing

th
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Makeshift cap flashing repair

Makeshift cap flashing repair

Pipe penetration at cap flashing level; we
suspect that water may infiltrate under the
roofing membrane, bypassing the flashing

Pipe penetration at cap flashing level
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Organic growth indicates significant saturation
within the parapet wall

Organic growth indicates significant saturation
within the parapet wall

Central building - ponding water on the surface
of the lower roof

Rotten organic deposits on the roof surface
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Curtain wall exhibits foggy windows

Foggy window pane

Fogging on the windows is caused by sealant
failure/deterioration within the insulated glass
pane

Condensed water inside insulated glass pane
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Window pane exhibiting the first signs of fog

Condensed water on the interior side of the
glass pane

Deteriorated weather strips and tracking
mechanisms malfunctions were reported by
several tenants

Note loose rubber gasket, apt. 625/1232
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Contra-pitched window sill and deteriorated
sealant allow water to penetrate into the
apartment interior

Deteriorated sealant at the perimeter of the
window frames is typical

Interior water damage noted at the window sill
of the concrete stairway

Interior water damage noted at the window sill
of the concrete stairway
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View at the skylight structure above indoor
swimming pool

Dirty, stained, and condensed window panes at
the skylight leak in rainy weather conditions

The trim edge at the bottom of the skylight
should be modified in order to wick off water
from the masonry

Missing members on the aluminum and glass
assembly facing Main Street
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Layers of green-carpets, cedar mulch, and
pebble were placed one above other

Depressed pre-cast concrete pavers

Depressed pre-cast concrete pavers

Depressed pre-cast concrete pavers
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Crack and spalls on concrete curbs and column

View of displaced pre-cast pavers and stormdrain cover buried in leaves

View of loose cobblestone in the retaining wall
adjacent to 625 Main Street

View of loose cobblestone in the retaining wall
adjacent to 625 Main Street
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Depressed pavers and ponding water

Concrete spalling at stairs

Bulges and valleys in the asphalt paving

Longitudinal crack on the asphalt surface
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Saturated and deflected drywall at soffit above
the pedestrian walkway

Deteriorated soffit finish

Cracks in the drywall soffit adjacent to access
hatches

Water damage adjacent to hatch opening
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Crack at the ceiling of the hallway that connects
595 and 625 Main Street wings

Water damage at the ceiling

Water damage at the window sill

Water damage
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Water damage on the floor finish

Corroded steel angle at the ceiling

Water stains on the window sill

Water damage adjacent to a window frame
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Corroded window frame, Apt. 595/1112

View of water damage at a corner, 595/1112

Interior water damage at the window sill

Water damage at the ceiling
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Water damage at the window sill

Rust stains on blinds, apt. 625/440

Water stains on the sliding door sill

Water damage on the wall finish adjacent to the
window
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Water stain at the ceiling

Water stains on the wood floor, apt. 595/1503

Rust stains at the ceiling

Rust stains at the ceiling
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Saturation at the window jamb

Bubbled paint and cracked plaster adjacent to
window sill

Water damage at jamb

Peeling paint resulting from severe leakage
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Water damage on the wood floors

Window frame corroded as a result of water
penetration

Bulging wood floor in apt. 625/1232

Bulging wood floor in apt. 625/1232
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Water leak originating from the balcony

Water damage at the ceiling of apt. 625/LL36

Water damage at the ceiling of apt. 625/LL36

Water damage on the window sill of the
concrete stairway
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